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ABOUT

DO IT GLOBAL INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
Solid knowledge of the domains
80+

Talented developers

300+

Total development experience
Thoroughly selected areas
of expertise
Global coverage with 4
international offices
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ABOUT

DO IT GLOBAL INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
Flexible use of technologies
Co-organizing IT events
International partners’ recognition

Guaranteed quality thanks to the
use of the best QA procedures
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GLOBAL SPREAD OF
LOYAL CLIENTS
Canada

Russia

Germany

Austria

Great Britain
USA

France
United Arab Emirates

Portugal
Italy

Japan

Spain
Israel
Saudi Arabia

Australia
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WHO ARE THEY

WHAT THEY’RE SAYING
Kyle Hill
CTO & CO-Founder at LeadTrain
«Opposite to the development firms I had worked with
before, DIGIS did not need my constant presence on
the project due to highly professional PMs and skilled
developers. They managed to resolve all issues
arising during the project and ensured the quality I
had expected. So give no way to any hesitation and
hire them to develop your software!»

Gustavo Dore
CEO and Web Producer at Motify LTD
«My recommendation is to hire DIGIS if you want an
adult development partner. You won’t need to nurture
them all the time. They are aces in their business for
sure. They built my software ensuring that level of quality
I hadn’t expected considering their pricing level. Their
uninterrupted availability and readiness to address all
issues do also contribute a lot to recommending them.»

Dr. Florian Ilias (Alias Peter Kartunix)
Founder at Kartunix.com
«I’m very happy that my lengthy search for a reliable
development partner ended up with finding DIGIS.
Their loyalty to the client and in-depth knowledge
of the subject is just what I have looked for. They
‘interrogated’ me to get all the requirements, and
then built a product I’m 100% happy with. No doubts I
will hire them again if needed.»

Colin Cook
Principal at Dancecard Ventures
«The DIGIS team is one of the best I have worked with
so far. Excellent project management and clean, welldocumented source code are backed up with their
readiness to run an extra mile in order to make you
happy. No hesitations from our side to recommend
them!»

Paul Commons
Director of Technologies at Retrotax
«RetroTax has been cooperating with DIGIS on
multiple projects for almost a year by now, and we
strongly encourage other businesses searching for a
reliable development team to hire DIGIS. Their solid
technology mastership, uninterrupted availability, and
quality of the final product will certainly make you
excited and wait for future cooperation.»

Ivan Kornienko
Director of User Experience at BP3
«The DIGIS team has been an absolute pleasure to
work with. Responsive and attentive Management
Team and highly skilled developers capable of
resolving multiple unexpected problems make me
look forward to working with this exceptional team in
the future, and I would certain recommend them to
anyone else.»
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HOW WE STAND OUT
We are not running off in all directions because we know
how difficult it is to achieve excellence in what you do
WELL-THOUGHT SELECTION OF AREAS OF EXPERTISE,
BASED ON A SCRUPULOUS MARKET ANALYSIS
We are committed to ensuring ultimate workmanship of our products so we have selected our
areas of expertise after conducting a detailed market analysis and translating the results to the
figures which show how successful a certain area may be for our clients and for us.

CAREFUL CHOICE OF OUR DEVELOPERS
We are sure that right person in the right place is able to provide success to the whole
project. For this reason, we are using our best to find such right persons. We implement
sophisticated interviewing and testing procedures to be absolutely confident the applicant
is exactly what we look for.

ULTIMATE CONFIDENTIALITY OF OUR CLIENTS’ PROJECTS
We know how important it is to keep something capable of disrupting the market in secret. And
we want our clients to be successful. So we always sign NDAs with our clients thus ensuring
their information will not become known to strangers
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HOW WE STAND OUT
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INDUSTRY-LEADING PROJECT
MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGIES (AGILE, SCRUM ETC.)
We are not fans of unneeded work and overtimes, so we always build a project performance
plan and employ suitable approaches and methodologies to track and manage the project
performance.
DEDICATED AND UNALTERABLE TEAM
FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL PROJECT
Being aware that altering the development team in the middle of the project may kick it
back in time, we assign a dedicated team for each individual project and ensure it won’t be
changed throughout the development.
DEDICATED POINT OF CONTACT TO ADDRESS ANY ISSUES AT ANY TIME
In addition to the dedicated team for the individual project, we usually assign a person who will
collect all issues and questions the client has on the project. That makes our client be confident
their comments or questions are properly considered, reviewed and addressed, and not lost
somewhere along the chain of communication.
FOCUSED EXPERT SUPPORT FROM PROFESSIONALS IN OUR AREAS
Like all people, we are not able to be experts in all areas as we are not financiers or medical
doctors etc. To cope with it, we attract true professionals from relevant industries to provide us
with their expert support and consult us on matters known only to the natives of such industry.
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MASTERSHIP IN
TECHNOLOGIES
The right choice of a technology can do a big thing and
serve as a first step to achieve the project success.
We do not stick to any specific programming language,
technology or tool as we believe that each technology
has its own place and time.
What is absolutely certain is that we use best of the best
technologies, those already cleanly polished and proven
by the use and those only entering the market to disrupt
it and make our lives easier.

WEB TECHNOLOGIES
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MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES
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OUR AREAS
OF EXPERTISE
Our AoEs cover almost 80% of the most essential and
valuable domains. Such selection helps us improve
our productivity and skills and ensure our products
excellence for our clients.

OUR PROJECTS
FOR FINTECH DOMAIN
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Full-service administrator of the federal and state tax
credit and incentive programs for business
DIGIS reworked the legacy system to add new features and upgrade its functionality.
Remastered Tax Credit ID (tax credit screening platform)
to add integration with Google Drive API and build custom API gateways for enabling
connectivity to Retrotax partners
Built Retrotax Plugin
to create a highly configurable tool easily building into partners’ websites and allowing to easily
register new employees in Retrotax TCID
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Developed Retrotax FEZ Application
to implement an SPA serving as an internal tool that retrieves and validates address of RetroTax clients
by geographical attribute; helps qualifying the matching clients for specific tax credit programs
Participated in developing Selenium
to build a RetroTax’s internal application running parallel tests via a web configuration panel, on
multiple OS, browsers, and versions
Enabled IBM Watson operation via Web
to allow working with local user’s file systems and automate document recognition process and
then upload them to RetroTax TCID

TECHNOLOGIES

CCS/MARC
Automated tool for creating, managing, maintaining, and auditing lease contracts
(No Project or Client Name can be disclosed due to NDA)
Developed a modular system architecture
to enable its future scalability
Implemented automatic validation of all sections of a contract document
to eliminate possible human factor frequently responsible for major mistakes
Injected a logging tool
to log all user actions and changes and thus make the system more controllable
Developed a module to analyze and parse PDF documents by means of presets
to significantly accelerate the document processing flow
Designed and built flat and intuitive User Interface and dashboard
to improve user experience and visualize all critical parameters in a single place
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Deployed enhanced security options
to provide ultimate safety of the system use
Built an automatic reporting module
to enable reports generation and export to external applications and formats

TECHNOLOGIES
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COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR SECURE
ACCESS TO BANKING SERVICES
(No Project or Client Name can be disclosed due to NDA)
While performing the current project, DIGIS
Developed a modular architecture
to enable the system’s future scalability
Built modules to control and manage access to bank data for external users
thus adding to the system’s controllability and security
Developed a set of microservices granting secure access to the permitted
sections of the bank system
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Enabled automatic user permissions analysis and validation
to enhance the overall system security
Deployed automatic logging of all user actions
to simplify possible future troubleshooting
Implemented automatic report generation and export to external formats
and applications
Developed and implemented the solution design
tto make its positioning clear and fashionable and enable its easy and convenient use

TECHNOLOGIES
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The biggest Rent SaaS in the United States
What was done by us:
Developed the SaaS Web and mobile versions from
scratch
Implemented modular architecture
to provide for the Service future scalability and flexibility
Developed and implemented the Service design
to meet the Client’s vision and ideas
Implemented enhanced security features
to make the SaaS truly secure and reliable solution
Implemented specific microservices
in order to enhance the Service productivity and stability
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TECHNOLOGIES
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An US SaaS designed to make renting and moving into new
houses easier
What was done by DIGIS:
Bungalow’s Front-End
designed and built as a scalable solution to enable
further development of the system
Modular Design
implemented to provide the Client with the possibility
to control the system’s functionality and performance
Cross-Platform Operation
enabled through the use of various operating systems’
native programming tools
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UI Design
developed and built from scratch to provide for the system’s recognizability and ensure
superb user experience during the system use

TECHNOLOGIES
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a Canadian company to offer commercial real estate brokerage services globally
What was done by DIGIS:
BluuGlass Web Portal Front-End
designed and built as a flexible solution enabling the system’s future scalability and development
BluuGlass Web Portal Back-End
crafted with use of the latest technologies which automate a great deal of operations previously
performed by humans
Modular Design
brought to life in order to make the system truly scalable and expandable if needed
Cross-Platform Operation
enabled in order to allow for equally superb operation of the system on all platforms,
operating systems, and devices

UI Design
constructed and implemented to create an atmosphere of tremendous
easiness and airiness for users making any actions in the system

TECHNOLOGIES
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a CRM System for Healthcare Providing Sector
What was done by DIGIS:
Enhanced the System with SMS and email notifications engine
in order to facilitate the end users’ operations as healthcare providers are saving
someone’s life
Injected integration with payment services
to allow the care providers to charge their clients and the patients to pay the care
providers directly from within the system
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Developed the System from scratch
following the Client’s expectations and requirements to a healthcare CRM system
Utilized a simple but powerful SPA architecture
in order to make the system easy to use and flexible while retaining its power
Introduced the reporting functionality
to allow for creating various reports and exporting them for future needs
Integrated user permission distribution feature
to make the system secure and safe for the use regardless of a device and platform
Perfect choice of the architecture approach and stack of technologies allowed us to build a
system capable of growing into a comprehensive CRM platform empowering community service
providers to empower the service recipients

TECHNOLOGIES
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Fuzzy is a subscription-based service that helps pet parents keep their pet healthy. In-home
veterinary checkups, preventive medications, vaccines and online access to vets are all included in
one simple annual plan.
What was done by DIGIS:
Developed the System’s Front-end component from scratch
in full compliance with the Client’s needs and requirements and in line with the best available
methodologies and market situation
Contributed to the System’s superb user experience
through employing the most advanced Web Design techniques and tools
Added instant chatting feature
to connect the System’s users in the very System and ease their communication
Implemented photo and imagery sharing functionality
to enhance the chatting between the users and make it more visual
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Set up and properly configured reminders function
to let the System’s users be aware of all important events they have scheduled or have
been invited to.

TECHNOLOGIES
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A highly personalized mobile solution offering individual treatment plans for high-risk patients
What was done by DIGIS:
Developed Back-end portion of the System and its mobile application
following the Client’s requirements and expectations
Used simple but very flexible and functional architecture approach
to meet the Client’s requirements and ensure superb user experience and performance
Added integration with Google Fit, Apple Healthkit, and Fitbit
to make the system truly universal and cross-platform
Enhanced the System with push notification feature
in order to keep the end users posted on their progress
Injected data encryption across the whole system
to ensure all user data is safe and secured
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TECHNOLOGIES

OUR PROJECTS FOR
MEDIA AND
ENTERTAINMENT
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Online Avatar Creation Toolkit
What was done by DIGIS:
Added picture drawing function
to enhance the System’s personalization
Enhanced the graphics visualization
through the use of thoroughly selected frameworks and technologies
Optimized the graphics rendering and processing
to make it as instantaneous as possible thus enhancing the System’s operation speed
Ensured secure data storage, handling, and fetching
to increase the System’s security and responsiveness
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Developed the Responsive Design from scratch
to improve the User Experience and to make the System look flat and simple while retaining
all of its superb functions and features

TECHNOLOGIES
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Aggregation Platform for Streaming Services
What was done by DIGIS:
Built the solution that covers all platforms and OS
to make it absolutely versatile and cross-platform
Implemented integration with dozens of streaming services
to build a really comprehensive database of various content
Picked up and implemented modular architecture
to allow for the System’s future scalability and modification
Added integration with content rating platforms
to provide the System’s users with reliable feedback and expert options on all types of
the content
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Enhanced the System with flat and responsible design
to ensure the superb User Experience during the use of the System

TECHNOLOGIES
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Dedicated Social Network to connect Artists, Event Planners, and Agents
What was done by DIGIS:
Performed the Full-Stack Development of the Solution
to make it meet the Client’s expectations
Added integration with major social networks (FB, Twitter)
to enable data collection and expert consulting
Connected the Solution to educational resources
to make the users stay in the System as long as possible and get all the
information they need directly in the System
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Added Event Planning and Scheduling functions
to allow the users getting rid of external tools or applications distracting their time and
attention from really important things
Developed the Artistic design
to show the users that the System cares about them and offers the unique User Experience

TECHNOLOGIES

OUR PROJECTS
FOR RETAIL
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) Enabled Platform for Sales Management
What was done by DIGIS:
Built the Super-CRM System
where everything can be accessed in just 1 click due to the use of the single database
Implemented full automation of key processes
to avoid any human-induced errors and mistakes
Enhanced the System’s performance with Artificial Intelligence
to enable perfect control, recognition, evaluation, and forecasting
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Added automated reminder feature
to speed up all processes the System carries on and keep all stakeholders informed of the
status of an operation
Integrated some Big Data functionality
to let the AI analyze data historically and develop most successful scenarios for future
Representing a new generation of CRM systems for sales management, distinguishing
by integrating the Artificial Intelligence capabilities, CRMTRONIC will ensure unavoidable growth
of the client’s sales while guaranteeing that the client’s costs will go down significantly as
optimized automation of the processes eliminates human errors and saves human resources.

TECHNOLOGIES
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A Platform to Gather All Animal Food Suppliers in a Single Place
What was done by DIGIS:
Developed the System Front-end
using the single database and flexible architecture
Added full gestures support
to make the ordering as fast and easy as possible
Added multiple users support
to allow for the application use by the whole family
Implemented automated reminders and notifications
to prevent users from forgetting about their pets’ needs
Added secure payments support
to ensure free and secure credit cards use
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Attached common search engines support
to ensure fast and accurate search for the needed products
Implemented GPS integration
to help users use the closest suppliers and service providers
Integrated Email and instant messaging functionality
to accelerate invoicing process and enable future reporting
and provide for stable communication
Introduced user permission distribution
to ensure safe and secure use of the app by users and
prevent any fraud or data thefts

TECHNOLOGIES

OUR PROJECTS FOR
HUMAN RESOURCES
AREA
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Automated Job Advertisement Platform for Social Media
What was done by DIGIS:
Developed the System from scratch
to comply with all Client’s requirements and needs
Introduced automation features
to simplify the system usage and save user’s time and efforts
Added Artificial Intelligence functionality
to make the system be able to analyze the user’s needs and offer appropriate solutions and options
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Implemented Machine Learning feature
to make the System smarter and let it learn the user’s habits and preferences
Added integration with APIs of the most common social networks (Facebook, Google etc.)
to allow for collection and export of the statistics, generation of reports, and, generally, for
the improvement of the System in future
Implemented Clean and Mission-oriented Design
to visualize the System advantages and let it stand out

TECHNOLOGIES
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321JOBS!
A Bundle of Recruitment Management Tools
What was done by DIGIS:
Reworked the existing solution
to consider and implement the newest and the most useful features and trends
Developed Talent Manager Module
to enable searching, filtering, and benchmarking the candidates and communicating with them
Implemented Job Fair Module
to manage events and conduct video interviews with candidates
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Added Artificial Intelligence Capability
to free users from unneeded actions and let the system do routine operations such as
assessing the suitability of an applicant
Added Integration with Social Network APIs (Facebook, Twitter etc.)
to enable connectivity with major social networks for job posting
Polished and updated the Solution design
to make it responsive, user-friendly and easy to use

TECHNOLOGIES
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World’s First Blockchain Recruitment Platform
What was done by DIGIS:
Build the System from scratch
to meet the Client’s needs and expectations and follow the latest technology trends
Implemented Blockchain Functionality
to make the System 100% secure and transparent while retaining all the powers
Added SmartContracts Feature
to remove human factor and mitigate possible risks through delegating most routine and
boring operations to smart algorithms
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Added Machine Learning Functionality
to make the System capable of predicting the user’s actions and taking those from users in
the future
Build Dashboard Module
to collect all important data in a single location and visualize all statistics and other essential
information
Integrated Report Export Module
to let the system autogenerate and export all critical reports to external formats for further use

TECHNOLOGIES
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OUR GLOBAL
LEADERSHIP TEAM

Customer satisfaction and happiness are those two whales which underlie the entire
philosophy, strategy, and activity of DIGIS.
Our company’s main goal is to help our customers, and customers of our customers,
achieve success. All our products and services are designed for this specific purpose.
Since our commitment is to ensure the highest efficacy and communications across all our
offices, our Global Leadership Team includes only those who believe in our ideals, know
our customers and their needs, and take good care about our employees.
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MEET OUR TEAM
Natalia Japerte

Inessa Svilpe

Regional Director for DIGIS UK

Regional Director for DIGIS Latvia

Ms. Japerte is a highly qualified sales
and marketing management leader
who dedicated more than 15 years of
her life to building reliable sales chains
and marketing operations for large
international companies and helping
them conquer new markets.

Ms. Svilpe has managed large Latvian
corporations for many years and
accumulated an extensive expertise in
corporate administration, legal matters,
and knowledge of the market, its
composition and needs.

Nicos Christofides

Oleksiy Nagatkin

Regional Director for DIGIS Cyprus

Global Chief Executive Officer,
Regional Director for DIGIS Ukraine

Mr. Christofides has a rich experience
both as a finances and operations director
for many international companies and
in this capacity helped the businesses
achieve and exceed financial goals and
ensure effective financing of their activity.

Mr. Nagatkin has over 10 years of
corporate management experience at
European companies, to include large
UK shipmanagement agencies, and is a
talented and professional strategist with
the ability of accurate forecasting of the
market evolution trends.
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OUR MISSION
AS SEEN BY
OUR CEO

“Our mission is to always remain a company our Clients
do recommend to deal with and our Employees are
proud to work at. We pursue this goal not only through
delivering the superb quality software products and
displaying the proper care and respect to our people,
but also through our never-ending commitment to
innovations. We stick to the path of improvement and
development. We are well aware that our own success
greatly depends on our Clients’ achievements. That
is why we are always ready to run an extra mile for
you to be satisfied with collaboration with DIGIS.”
Oleksiy Nagatkin, Chief Executive Officer
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СONTACT US
Kendal, UK
41, Broad Ing Crescent, LA9 6HA
+44 (7) 76 3416 169
sales.uk@digiscorp.com
9AM to 6PM GMT

Daugavpils, Latvia

Larnaca, Cyprus
22, Arch. Makariou III Avenue,
Makaria Center, Office 403
+357 (2) 40 30 331
sales@digiscorp.com
9AM to 6PM EET

Odesa, Ukraine

70, Rigas iela, LV–5401

56, Pushkinska Str.

sales.lv@digiscorp.com

+44 (1) 31 6080 880

9AM to 6PM EET

sales@digiscorp.com
9AM to 6PM EET

digiscorp.com

